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vigilance and
monitoring committee 

vigilance and
monitoring committee 

managment 

Ready to eat food provide
Quality use 

alternative 

concern 
vigilance and monitoring committee 

vigilance and
monitoring committee 

vigilance and monitoring committee 

vigilance and monitoring committee 
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Development Block 
ICDS Block 

CDPO 

CDPO 
Supplementary

alternative 

Micronutrient

mineral 
intention 

result 
Horlicks suplementary product 

malnutrition 

Micronutrient 
proteinous food

complain instant Dal
Khichdi fortified food multigrain Suji 

worker complain 

alternate 
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ready to eat food. 
Micronutrient 

fortified 
Micronutrient 

fortified fortified rice 

PMAY complete  job card 

ID
create GP

GP

job card holder 
remuneration

hanging 
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AE 
GPEC Com-

puter Assistant GRS Computer
Assistant, GPEC, GRS AE

PMAY 

performance 

Administrative Cost

PF

performance
PMAY

MGNREGA ratio
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GRS GPEC

strike 
collaps 

SSA NHM ROP
ROP

NHM

PF
PF

PMAY Performance
GPEC, GRS, AE

widening and
strengthening
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abandon 

wildlife Circuit Circuit

Carbon free concrete 
structure Log Hut

TATA Ginger
Group

capital subsidy electricity sub-
sidy Tourism is an industry. Industry Department 

Tourism Industry policy
promotion 

handover 
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handover

Wildlife Sanctuary Wetland Revenue 

NGO PIL 
final judgement interim

judgement interim judgement Justice
In the

opinion of the Court, the following measures and suggestions if taken
into consideration and applied can go a long way in achieving the
desired results for the protection, beautification and enhancement of
the bio-diversity of the place. To consider construction of prom-
enade (promod bhraman marg) cycling track, walking track on the
entire periphery of the lake once the promenade or promod marg
including the cycling track etc. are established. The possibility of
organizing sporting events at the national and international levels
can be explored. To consider setting up dedicated facilities for pro-
moting tourism i.e. food courts, entertainment zones, parks etc. along
side the lake” interruptions... interim judgement 

interruptions...
personally

interruptions...

interruptions...
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supplementary

SOPD 
sanction 

Assam Tourism Development Corporation 

Tourist Information Centre or Tourist Facilitation
Elevated Railway Track  

PIL  
clearly  instruction  

Elevated Railway track 

GMC

GMD  
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water resource 
sluice gate 

restaurant 

boundary wall  

tourism industry  
investment  

tourism policy  

infrastructure development  
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tour 

sixth addition north bank of Kajiranga  
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debate 

Commissioner Food & Civil Supply 

priority
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milling
charge 

square system machine system

Commissioner
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as a whole 

indivisual application as a whole  en-
quiry
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The Assam
State Commission for Safai Karamachari Bill, 2023 

Members Hour .

political party 
expunge 
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The house adjourned for 15 minutes.
Parliamentary Affairs Min-

ister 
unparlimentary word use

as per rule parlimentary
word 

Rules rule Rules 
Rules 

argument 
unparlimentary word 

Supply Minister enquiry 

unparlimentary word
as per rule 

as per rule 
Members Hour. 

Hon'ble Deputy Speaker on the Chair)
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PMGSY CMGSY 

MMPPNA 

MMPPNA 
1. Construction of Road from Howrarghat to 342 No. Rajarhat L.P.
School.
2. Ronsturction of Road from Ananada Bazar(Kherbari) to Khebari
PWD Road.
3. Construction of Road form G.K. PWD Road near Kli Mandir to
Hazrihat Bazar with a RCC culvart.
4. Construction of Road from Halakura Boterhat PWD Road near
Babu Paul House to Choto Bottala-Baterhat PMGSY Road near Kali
Mandir L.P. School.
5. Reconstruction of Road from NH-31(17) to Kaldoba Pt III.
6. Construction of Road from PMGSY Road near Lal Mohan Sankar
house to Kadamtoli Bazar via Godarghat Kali Mandir.
7. Construction of a Road from Silghagri Bazar to Polalagi-Pt I(New
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Bazar).
8. Consturction of a Road from Sonahat Bazar to Kacharhana G.P.
office.
9. Construction of Road from Ananda Bazar to pushnikura.
10. Construction of Road from Halakura Kathaltali PWD Road near
Nirmal Roy House to Kacharighat LP School.
11. Construction of a Road from Bot-tola to Bausherkuti Health Sub-
centre via 1267 No. Bausherkuti L.P. School.
12. Construction of a Road from Bou Bazar to Gararhat Bazar.

PWD Road with culvart 

Boulder pitching West Bengal Govern-
ment Control 

PWD Road with culvart 

ADB Fund 
ADB Fund 

address 
Members Hour 
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Solar Pump, Electric Pump 
Shallow Pumpset 

Heavy Tractor, Hand Tractor, 

Member's Hour 
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water re-
source 

scheme scheme 

part -
II, Kajaigath Part-I, Part-II, Part -I,II, III,V scheme

IS,
DO 

earth filling MP 
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DRDA 
PWD

anty erosion measures
to protect area and its adjoining areas from the
erosion of River Gangadhar on its rights time 

part 3 
up-
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stream downstream 

anti erosion measures to protect
part 3 and adjoining areas from the erosion of river Raidak

on its labbank 
resto-

ration of damages at differenent of reaches including rising and
standaning of existing embankment in Golokganj Birmordoi area from
prading of river of Ganga in Dhubri District  project
concept paper 

ADB Sponsored fund 

PMGSY 

Reconstruction
of road from NH-31, 17 to Kaldopha-3 

GP Office 
PMGSY 
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Anti erosion measures to protect Jalikuda, Tarangapur
and its adjoining areas from the erosion of River Champavati and
Brahmaputra on its right bank estimated amount 7.52 crores. Anti
erosion measures to protect Suwapatta Part-2,3,4, 5 Kojaikotta Part
3 village and its adjoining areas from the erosion of river Gourang
estimated amount 10 crores 92 lakh. Anti erosion measures to pro-
tect Phukibadi village  and its adjoining areas from the erosion of
river Gourang  on its right time. Estimated amount 3.95 crores. 

first priority 

MMPP NA 

MMPPNA 

MMUPPNA 
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CDPO

Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana 
FPC & FPO 
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RIDF 

VLFMB
Soil enricher 
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RIDF

RIDF SOPD 
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whatsapp 

trace 

drop out out of school both residential
and non-residential special training centre 

main streaming 

RIDF 

externally aided project

PM SHRI 
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interruptions....

interruptions....
Please sit down.

school cluster 
school cluster

interruptions
Members Hour supplementary Please sit down.

Ingineer 

Members' hours 
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District Health Society 

NHM  Director level  
tender  tender  

tender extension  
tender 

L1  sound  
 enquiry  preliminary

inquiry  enquiry  
allot  

enquiry  
action 

PHE level  
hospital Sub-centre Health Welness Centre  ,
Boat Clinic field technician, medical
officer 

model hospital FRU 
proposal FRU 

model hospital  

The Assam Mob Lynch-
ing Prevention Bill, 2023.

The Assam Mob Lynching Prevention Bill, 2023 
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The Assam Mob Lynch-
ing Prevention Bill, 2023 

Mob Lynching Mob Lynching general
murder  

intensionally murder  
Mob Lynching 

Mob Lynching Mob Lynch-
ing 

retirement  
service  

Mob Lynching 
Mob Lynching 

individually
mob lynching  

innocent 
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mob
lynching prevantion Bill

objects and reasons for the bill 
- to keep unity

brotherhood social peace and harmony uninterupted among the people
of various cast- creet, community and religion in the state of Assam.

  object preamble 
 preamble whereas it has become a se-

rious social crime now a days that an angry crowd of people want
to kill someone without a trial. because  they believe that persons
belongs to a community which is their common enemy and even they
considered the killing as an act of vertue having religion value to
sake the surplus amunition purchase from the attacked of angry mob
as special act is a cry demand in the present situation it is hereby
innected in the 74 year of the Republic of India as follows.

It is going to be
innected in 74 year of the republic of India as follows  

hate speech-  reli-
gious Slogan  defination -

theme  part- I 
(1) It shall be punishable under this act if  a group of people  at-
tacked  somebody with an intention to kill him or her collectively.
(2)   As an angry crowd attacked a  person for religious intolerance
or shunt  in a religious slogan during  physical torture to kill the
person .
(3) A mob to attacked  a person and tried to kill him for communal
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hatered or kill a woman by the name of witch.
(4) A group of people attacked  a person to kill him - her following a
reemark or baseless aspect. A person delivers hate speech to insti-
gate a religious or  communal group to attack and kill an innocent
person  or other religious or communal group.
(5) A person or group of persons organised a meeting, camp, train-
ing programme  to trade  hatered against other religious or commu-
nal group.
(6) The persons have donate, cooperate, circulate for such kind of
meeting , camp , training programme as described in 3 (VI) of this
act. 
identify  crime- act 

 punishable   Punishment-

If a person or a group of persons commit and offence under clause
(3) A of this act  the person or each of the group of people shall be
sentenced to deed or  imprision not less than 20 years.   life
long 

 sentenced to deed- more than 20
years  imprisionment 

every person in a mob shall be punished as respect in
clause (4) at this act.  mob- 40 200-

 equal punishment like an indivisual murder-
 last- part-2,     

A person wants to rape or molestrate a girl or women and any other
person or group of persons are  attacked by  the cultprit is killed
following a counter attacked.--

- molestration  group 
 counter  attack 

 mob lynching 
 (c) A person dies accidantally  when a crowd tried to rescue

him or her in out of situation.  accidantally  mob lynch-
ing-     clause (6)..   A district judicial court shall
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be competent enough  to issue judgement under this act. A district
Judicial Court shall be competent enough to issue judgement under
this Act and a person can appeal in the competent High Court chal-
lenging the judgement pass by the District Court

angry mob
crowd  group of people 

training camp
instigate 

mob lynching 
hate speech create 

favour 

mob lynching  

It means Police has taken action against the culprits, Alleged
culprits culprits  IPC,CRPC, 

example  example
 particular 
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example politically motivated 

mob
lynch 

Let me finish
Please.

 arrest  Should I say?
 all were arrested and

sent to jail

 Please. 

Please.

mob lynching, almost mob lynching.

Please. 

Please.

Head Constable of Delhi
Police Ratan Lal lost his life on 24th February, 2020 accuse
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Please. 
representative, public 

 the brutally inflicted on Intelligence
Bureau Staff of Ankit Sharma by rioty

mob lynching

Please. 

CRPC mob-lynching 
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mob-lynching 

mob-lynching 

please sit down, please sit down 

please sit down, please sit down unparliamentary word 
Everything will be expunge.

expunge 
unparliamentary word  expunge
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data digitalization 

single, single data digitaliza-
tion 

2019 Land Policy Land Policy 
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dispose 
SD LAC 

SD LAC D.C, Circle Of-
ficer 
Industry 

VGR, PGR 
SD LAC

Zonel Value 
payment 

RCC Assam type 

expand 

dispose VGR-PGR

MNP effect 

VGR-PGR 
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Tribel Belt 

Land Ravenue 

digitalization 

digitaliza-
tion 

online 
registration deed 

digitalization 

non cadastral 
NC village 

SD LAC 
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agree 

Rule 115 
Rule 115 

Post Gradu-
ate teacher post 

entrance 

National integration 

PGT
PGT 

PGT 

take up 
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Rule 115 
Rule 115 

GSDP 

document 
Agricultureal Survey of Assam, 2022-23 agricul-

tural statistics at a glance 2022, Ministry of Agriculture and Farmer
Welfare Reserve Bank of India document

document 

Industry 

Reserve bank of India document 
net irrigation 

gross irrigation 
irrigation 
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gross agriculture gross
agriculture 

fruit gain production 
production 

professional 

FCI 

professional 
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norms
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closed cor-
poration 

croping intensify 

GSDP 

GSDP projected 5.65 crore 
projected 2023-24 5 lakh 40 crore 
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rice MSP per quintal 

MSP 

climate change 

LLP pump 

insurance unit

Millet mission podar mission floriculture mission 
mission 

seed distribute Link component 
apart export 

export 
APC APO 

1.3 

 
mix soyabeanal food.

market demand.
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definetly 
debate 

important 

device 

reply 

mission vision 

vision mission 

Please sitdown.

serious 
Please sitdown.

***
Please  sitdown.

*** It
should be expunged from the proceeding

Expunged.
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point of order Please.
I will adjourn the house. Public tax house 

MLA house 
Please Please.
..........Interruption.........

including Minister 

..........Interruption.........
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technology NESA 

technology develop  NESAC
MoU ASDMA 

technology develop
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SDRF NDRF

SDRF
NDRF rehabilitation policy

SDRF NDRF 

relief 
early warning

NESAC, Central Gov-
ernment 

ASDMA DDMA 

Awareness main

Rehabilitation 
SDRF

Rehabilitation  policy 
ASDMA Whatsapp message 

early
warning
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NESAC 
agro base and environment research

initimation 
interruption.......

Please sit down.

SDRF

ASDMA 

SDRF

Rules of Procedure and
Conduct of Business

Under Rule 115 

Standard
Operating Procedure
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percentage  
consider 

consideration 
consideration 

flat 

Standard Operating  Procedure De-
velop 

SOP develop 
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notified 
settlement 

policy  

VGR PGR  

announce 

erosion affected policy 
erosion af-

fected 

formaly   SDLAC pass 
considerable 

imple-
ment  
ammendment Land Policy  sub-commit-
tee  

positively  
SOP 

(Hon'ble MLA Shri Aminul Islam on the chair)
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SOP  
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unconditional support 

Attire
Women-led-Development model 
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Attire 

G20 
 Women-led-Devel-

opment

exercise 

 Please, please

 Please, please  Rules
of Procedure and Conduct of Business in Assam Legislative Assem-
bly, the Rule No.22 the discussion of the Resolution shall be strictly
limited to the subject of resolution. 

Withdraw 
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Under Rule-115 

continue 

discussion participate 

amalgamation 

amalgamation 
amalgamation criteria scientific 

amalgamation 
pressure 

amalgamation
District Officer Block Elementary Educa-

tion Officer  pro-
posal 

amalgamation 
 in between 700-800  enrollment 

amalgamation almost 300 enroll-
ment  amalgamtion  copy  District Officer

pressure create amalgamate school 
 

accomodation
classroom  desk bench

desk bench facility 
 amalgamate District Officer 

 sufficient classroom  desk bench 

 Principal  under
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control

 disciplinary action 

disciplinary action  

district officer 
amalgamation 

district officer 

amal-
gamation 

accommodate 

 ADC education 
ADC DC 

amal-
gamation 

amalgamation pro-
posal

proposal amalgamation 
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accommodate

district officer 

amalgamation 
accommodate 

amalgam-
ation 

amalgamate 

amalgamation 
criteria 

amalgamation 

amalgamation 
criteria

amalgamation De-
amalgamation amalgamation 

De- amalgamation  
based

school based school
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self based
school concept 
Udise remove Udise self based
school 

enrollment minimum sustainable enroll-
ment 

sustainable enrollment 

amalgamation 

sustainable sustainable 
amalgamate 

geographical barriers 

class ix, x class vi class x 
class ix, x elective subject

PTR
standard PTR

standard minimum 20 1
20 1 minimum 

sustainable
High School amalgamation 

amalgamation 
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sustainable numbers of enrollment
good infrastructure 

whatsapp msg 

technology 
UDIS enrollment 

Assam State Space Application Cen-
tre GPS location 

GPS location
locate 

whatsapp 
amalgamation De-amalgamation 

Sustainable numbers of student 

 amalgation
De-amalgamation 

/
/

Rule 130(A). 
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under Rule 131 

(Hon'ble Deputy Speaker on the Chair)
Rule 131

oil palm 

oil palm 

oil palm oil palm 
oil

palm 
oil palm oil palm 

oil palm 
oil palm 

oil palm 

Cambridge University Press 
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synopsis V.K. Kar
oil palm 

oil palm culti-
vation can be expanded wel spearing bio diversity in India 

palm
palm

irrigation
Deep Tube well 

palm palm

palm 
palm

palm
palm

panic situation 

palm 
JCB sceintific 

biological deserve palm

palm 

palm 
palm 

Govt of India has identified 3.75 lakh hactor as potential area for oil
palm cultivation in Assam

TF company KE
Cultivation, Godraj Agrovate 

west land palm 

East India Company west
land grant rule 
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palm 
west land mo-

noculture culture under ground water 
bio-diversity 

total eco system 

palm 

 
Rules & Procedure Rule 50 under 

Rule 131 ,

scientific value 

press conference 

centrally sponsor scheme 
select North Easter

Region & Andaman & Nicobar 
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oil pump 
ICR

ICR 

Economy  Infrastructiure,Technology base system, Demog-
raphy demand 

o 
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rapeseed Masterd musterd MSP 
Masterd 

pump oil. pump oil 

pump oil. 
oil pump culti-

vation 

NNEOOP 

oil pump 

oil pump 
oil pump 

oil pump oil productivity 

oil pump 

oil pump pump oil 

pump oil 
Indian Council of Agriculture

Reachers 

reacher paper Indian Instutute
of Oil Pump Research IIOPR Indian
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Council of Agriculture Research 
ICR Indian Instutute of Oil Pump Re-

search 
oil pump land 

land 

oil pump cultivable  weste
land fallow land 

Land identify 
forest land 

forest land oil pump 

district select District
idenfy oil pump 

article 

Indian Instutute of Oil Pump
Research Research director 

report 
report research 

oil pump

IIOPR 
oil pump 

MMEOOP 
oil pump 
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bio-diversity  
Greater interest 

Oil
palm 

IIOPI 

Oil palm 
Oil palm 

Oil palm 
Oil palm 

Carbon emission Green House
effect Oil palm 

Oil palm 

Indian Institute of Oil Palm Research 
Oil palm 

Oil palm 

Oil palm 
Oil palm 

Oil palm 
Oil palm added advan-

tage rain pad Oil palm 

Oil palm Oil palm 

Oil palm 

Oil palm 
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Oil palm 
E-tendering 

Tree plantation processing
mill 
article article  

Oil palm 
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ED  CBI 
ED  CBI 

Interruptions...

RTI 
 Interruptions...

 Interruptions...
Please sit down. 

 Booklet print
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CBI  Interruptions...

 Interruptions...

 Interruptions...
 Interruptions...

 seat
check 

CBI 

 Interruptions...  Interruptions...

 Interruptions...

 Interruptions...

 Interruptions...
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 Interruptions...
 Please sit down.... Interruptions...

 Interruptions...
 Inter-

ruptions...

 Interruptions...
device 

Interruptions...

 Inter-
ruptions...

 Interruptions...

 Interruptions...

 Interruptions...

 

seat

CBI 
justification

Assembly  seat
CBI CBI Seat

CBI
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Appoint-
ment letter randomly
background

definitely 
logical conclu-

sion

CBI ED

 Interruptions...
 Inter-

ruptions...  Interruptions...
 Interruptions...

chapter close chap-
ter 

written 

Cash for job 

cut off 
SEBA  RTI 
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answer sheet 

display
UPSC  rule 

marks display  
standard follow  

problem
problem 

escape  
withdraw voting  

Under Rule 131,

Rule 131  

Assam Tea Company  
mandate 
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Mcleod Russel  Tea Company 
APJ Company 

provident fund,
gratuity 

lock out  144 
provident fund 

lock out  
Hospital  

production cost Rs.24-25 
Tea Board  MTTP 

bottling company 
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alternative cultivation di-
verse production

diverse production

diverse production Food processing  

Customized policy introduce 

diversity

present promotion 

quality  qual-
ity maintain 

alternative cultivation
boundary double income 
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non duplicity certificate 
company 

share transfer worker Government li-
abilities  Labour Department 

examine labour office staff  under staff

acquire 

Food & Civil Supply Department 
eye scanner  registration 

under rule 131

rule 131
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particularly 

trace 

tribunal
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Eroded

disaster 
rehabilitation 

eviction 

land  right advisory board 
land advisory board 

land  right advisory
board 

eviction 
rehabilitation policy for erotion affected families of

Assam, 2020  clause erotion affected rehabilited

rehabilitation 
alloted 

rehabilitation 
non cadastral allotment 
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repeatedly 
allotment 

failour erosion 
disaster rehabilitation policy criteria

rehabilitation policy,
amendment 

land policy 
allotment rehabilitation

policy policy amendment  
land policy, 2019 land policy, 2019 

allotment  
apply apply 

allot-
ment 

rehabilitation policy policy  eli-
gibility for consideratoin as beneficiary section-5 

families occupaing Govt. lands and shall not be eligible 
amendment erosion affected compansasion

rehabilitation 
 just point
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SDRF 

State  Specific Disaster RehabilitationPolicy
rehabilation 

District Addministration 

Zonel
value 

imple-
ment implement 
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under process 

SD LAC SD LAC 

SD LAC 

VGR,PGR

Rehabilitation Policy 
Rehabilitation Policy 
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policy imple-
ment SDRF 

Rehabilitation
RehabilitationPolicy 

SD LAC 
rehabilation 

VGR, PGR
Rehabilitation Policy 

non cadastral 
allotment 

RehabilitationPolicy 

Rehabilitation Rehabilitation Policy 

special survey 
polygon survey detail survey 

Rule 131 

withdraw 
SD LAC proposal 

proposal allotment 
remaining family allotment 
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land rehabilitation policy 
withdraw 

The Assam State Commission for Safai Karmachari Bill 
takeup 

Supplimentary Business Bill introduction 

The Assam Tea Plantation Provident Fund and Deposit Link
Insurance Fund Scheme (Amendment) Bill, 2023, Hon'ble Minister,
Shri Sanjay Kishan.

"The Assam Tea Plantation Provident Fund and De-
posit Linked Insurance Fund Scheme (Amendment) Bill, 2023"

The Assam Backward Class Commission
(Amendment) Bill, 2023, Hon'ble Minister, Shri Pijush Hazarika.

"The Assam Backward Class Commission (Amendment )Bill,
2023" 


